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TO: Carbon Neutral Coalition Sept 13, 2022
FR: Michael Baselice, Baselice & Associates, Inc.
RE: Texas Voter Survey

The recently conducted survey of Texas voters indicates large majority support for CCUS, carbon capture utilization
and storage.  Not only is there support for CCUS, but there is support for creating the financial incentives and
policies Texas needs to make CCUS something more companies will do.  Specific results include the following:

1. Initially, 66% of voters favor CCUS, carbon capture utilization and storage, in Texas to reduce
carbon emissions in the atmosphere.  Only 19% oppose.  Republican voters are 54% favor and 30%
oppose.  The exact question wording was as follows:

“CCUS, or carbon capture utilization and storage, is a process where carbon dioxide emissions, CO2, is
captured or removed from the emissions. The carbon dioxide is then transported by pipeline, and
ultimately can be sold for other manufacturing needs or injected into geologic formations to assure safe
and permanent storage. Do you favor or oppose CCUS, carbon capture utilization and storage, in Texas to
reduce carbon emissions in the atmosphere?”

2. Similarly, 65% favor and 25% oppose the State of Texas creating the financial incentives and
policies so that a marketplace can emerge that will encourage companies to capture, utilize and store
the carbon dioxide that comes from fossil fuels and other industrial emissions.  Republican voters are
50% favor and 41% oppose.

3. After respondents learned more about it, support for CCUS increases to 71% (62% among GOP
voters) and support rises to 71% (61% among GOP voters) for creating the financial incentives and
policies so that a marketplace can emerge that will encourage companies to capture, utilize and store
the carbon dioxide.

4. Several of the statements to which large majorities of voters agree and that are highly correlated with
support for CCUS and/or creating incentives and policies so a marketplace can emerge are:

● Carbon capture utilization and storage technology can support Texas' electric grid by providing
affordable and reliable energy that is carbon neutral.

● By enabling industries and the marketplace to advance broad commercial deployment of CCUS, we
can eliminate harmful carbon dioxide emissions and keep the Lone Star State the nation’s and
world’s energy leader.

● To meet our energy demands, we need to work with oil and gas companies and take advantage of
our supply of fossil fuels to make a carbon neutral energy that's affordable and reliable.

● The Texas power grid will continue to face higher demands from unusually hot summers.) Carbon
capture utilization and storage technology allows for continued electricity generation while
capturing the carbon emissions that result from such electricity generation.

● Carbon capture technology allows companies to continue using reliable fossil fuels while making
them cleaner.

● To reduce carbon dioxide emissions, the State of Texas should authorize economic incentives such as
tax credits or property tax reductions that support carbon capture, utilization and storage.

● Texas has a strong energy and manufacturing industry that employs hundreds of thousands of
people.  Carbon capture utilization and storage will help to maintain and expand these businesses
and jobs while protecting the environment.

● To establish a reliable electric grid, companies in Texas that use carbon capture technology should be
encouraged by a financial incentive.

Interviewing was conducted August 28 – September 1, 2022, among N=1,001 Texas voters.  The margin of error to the
results of the 1,001 interviews is + 3.1 at the .95 confidence interval.  A mixed methodology was employed with half of the
respondents interviewed by phone and half via the internet.


